
In 2015 our congregation signed the Interfaith 
Power and Light Paris Pledge to reduce our carbon 
footprint by 50% by 2030, and aim to reduce by 
100% —to be carbon neutral— by 2050. 

We don’t know exactly how we 
will get to 100%, but we are 

making progress toward that goal.



+2°F-

We have committed to our Paris Pledge, 
and we won’t pull out!

Green: Greenhouse Gasses
Black:  Average Global Temperature



We’ve been steadily cutting our energy 
use and Greenhouse Gas Emissions…

264.8 K BTUs

526.1 K BTUs



…through these measures:



ENERGY CONSERVATION

We encourage people 
to hold meetings in a 
room or zone already 
being “conditioned” 
that day.

We have conserved 
energy by becoming 

more conscious of how 
we use our spaces… 



ENERGY 

CONSERVATION

We conserve energy by 
setting our thermostats 

back when spaces are 
not in use, to reduce the 

time our HVAC runs.



ENERGY EFFICIENCY

and Dark-Sky 
LED fixtures in 
the courtyard

We replaced incandescent lights 
with energy efficient lights in 
our Fellowship Hall, Meeting 
Room, hallways and offices…



ENERGY EFFICIENCY

We installed efficient, separately-
controlled ductless HVAC units in first 

floor childcare and meeting rooms, also 
improving the air quality in the east 

wing.

The generous donations to the Solar Sprinter Event have equaled 
the Special Purposes Fund grant, and will go to SPF earmarked for 
future energy-saving investments like these.



Almost 60% of the electricity used 
in 2016 was offset by solar power. 

Over half was used directly; 
the rest was sent to the 

electric grid for credit through
net metering

RENEWABLE ENERGY

Our 24kW solar array has 
saved over 60,000 
kilograms of CO2, like 
planting over 2050 trees.



The next big step toward meeting our Paris Pledge 
is to offset the rest of our coal-fired electric power. 

RENEWABLE ENERGY

By adding the 16.2kW 
array on the south-

facing RE wing roof, our 
combined arrays, at 

40.2kW, will offset 
close to 100% of our 

electricity use. 



RENEWABLE ENERGY

➢ In 2016 we saved over $5,000 on our electric bill due to our solar panels. 

➢ At current rates, we will save an additional $2,000 or more each year –for 30 
years– with this additional array. 

It is hard to 
calculate how 

much closer that 
will take us to 

meeting our Paris 
Pledge, but this 

step was essential. 



CARBON SEQUESTRATION

Implementing 
Permaculture 

principles, we are 
slowly converting 

our grounds to 
“sink” more carbon

We have been planting trees 
and converting areas from 
grass, which needs to be 
mowed, to mulch with 
perennials and butterfly-
nurturing flowers



Why did we hold Sprint for Solar now?

Despite many of us testifying at House and 
Senate Utility Committee hearings this spring, 
the Indiana Assembly passed bill SEA 309…

SEA 309 changes the rules 
for net metering and 

creates a new urgency 
to act right away



➢ Net metering guarantees that we receive credit for any extra power 
we generate at close to the retail rate –about what we pay when we 
buy electricity from the utility.   

➢ Under SEA 309, if we add panels to our existing array after 2017, 
our net-metering agreement will expire for our entire system
(including the panels we have now) –at a date dependent on when 
we add the panels:

➢ If we add panels between 2018 and 2022, our new net-
metering agreement would guarantee us the near-retail 
rate only until 2032 (for 10 to 15 years max, instead of 30 
years).

➢ If we wait until after 2022, our net metering agreement 
will expire as soon as we add the panels.

➢ After our net metering expires, we will receive credit for our surplus 
energy at the peak-period wholesale rate plus 25%. That’s about 3₵ 
per kWh at current rates, instead of the 11.6₵ credit we currently 
receive** –making our solar panels much less financially viable.



The good news is, 
by adding panels before

the end of 2017, 
we will continue to receive close 

to the retail rate under net metering
for the next 30 years.



Thanks to our members’ generous donations
we will add 54 more Solar Panels to our array!

We ALL Shine On
WE DID IT!!


